porter
case goods

porter series
The Porter collection offers clean, contemporary
design lines and enough options to create the
image you are looking for.
A perfect blend of design, quality and functionality,
Porter will add value to any healthcare space...
value for the patient, the patient’s family members
and of course, value for the care giver.
To substantiate this, we direct you to the choices
Porter offers: (2) Top Styles, (2) Face Styles and (2)
Base Styles, allowing you to create the cabinet that

Drawer/door bedside cabinet on post legs.
Shown with integral finger pulls. Chocolate finish.

is most functional for the environment into which it
is being placed.
Top may be specified with or without the spillcontainment feature.
Face may be specified with finger pulls or with
attractive crescent pull.
Base can be specified with post legs or (4) locking
casters. Either choice allows for easy cleaning of the
floor around the cabinet. The single-wheel rubber
caster provides smooth, quiet transport and a
clean, contemporary appearance.

Three drawer bedside cabinet on post legs.
Shown with crescent pulls. Hardrock Maple finish.

Drawer/door bedside cabinet on casters.
Shown with crescent pulls. Candlelight finish.

Three drawer bedside cabinet on casters.
Shown with integral finger pulls. Summer Flame finish.

Top styles:

Standard thermoformed top (TT)

Thermoformed top with spill containment (SC)

Pull styles:

Crescent Pull (CP)

Finger pull (FP)

Base styles:

Post legs (PL)

Casters (CA)

Statement of Line

Bedside Table
Drawer/door on post legs

Bedside Table
Drawer/door on casters

Bedside Table
3 drawer on post legs

Bedside Table
3 drawer on casters

3 drawer dresser

4 drawer dresser

2 door tv unit

3 drawer tv unit

Single wardrobe

Single wardrobe
with drawer

Double wardrobe

Double wardrobe
with drawer

Writing desk with
3 drawer pedestal

Writing desk with
pencil drawer

Wall mirror

Head/Foot Boards

Wood finish selection:

Hardrock Maple
(HM)
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Candlelight
(CL)
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Rustic Cherry
(RC)

tel 1.877.395.2623

Summer Flame
(SF)

fax 1.877.395.6270

Mahogany
(MA)

stancehealthcare.com

Cherry Blossom
(CB)

Chocolate
(CH)

